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ABSTRACT
Estt.,-APTRANSCO- Diversion of SE/Civil/Kadapa post to the control of CE/Civil/Vidyutsoudha-Reallocation of works-Orders-Issued.

(PERSONNEL SERVICES)
T.O.O.(Per-CGM/HRD&Trg).Rt.No.195
Date: 30-07-2011.

Read the following:

ORDER:
In T.O.Os (1&2) cited, the post of SE/Civil/Kadapa was diverted to the control of CE/Civil/Vidyutsoudha and re-designated as SE/Civil/Technical/ Vidyutsoudha/ Hyderabad duly allocating the works.

2. After careful consideration of the proposals of CE/Kadapa Zone and CE/Civil, it is here by ordered that:
   i. SEs/ TLC/ Kadapa and Kurnool are authorized to exercise all the powers and functions of SE/Civil/ Kadapa pertaining to capital works and SEs/ TL&SS/ Kadapa and Kurnool pertaining to O&M works until restoration of SE/Civil/Kadapa post and any deviations/ supplements coming on the on-going/ previous works shall be looked after by the respective TLC and TL&SS circles of Kadapa and Kurnool.
   ii. The CE/Kadapa Zone is requested to utilize the services of incumbents working under the control of SE/Civil, Kadapa.
   iii. Sri. M.Ven kata Veeraiah, SE/Civil is instructed to hand over the files (Ongoing/Completed works) pertaining to Kadapa Zone to EE/Civil, Kadapa who in turn will handover the files to the respective TLC & TL&SS circles of Kadapa & Kurnool regions.

3. These orders shall come into force with immediate effect.

P.RAMESH
JOINT MANAGING DIRECTOR
(HRD & Distribution)

To
The CE/Civil/APTRANSCO/Vidyutsoudha/Hyderabad
The CE/Kadapa Zone/Kadapa

----contd
Copy to the:-
CGM(HRD&Trg)// All functional heads
SE/TL&SS/Kadapa//SE/TL&SS/Kurnool
SE/TLC/Kadapa//SE/TLC/Kurnool
SE/Civil/Technical/ Vidyutsoudha/ Hyderabad
DE/Tech to Director(Transmission)
PS to Director(Projects)
PS to Director(Grid Operation)
PS to JMD(HRD&Distribution)
PS to JMD(Vigilance & Security)
PS to JMD(Comml, IPC &IT)
PS to Director(Finance & Revenue)
PS to Chairman & Managing Director
CE/EA, Operation,RE&IT ---- with a request to arrange to place in website.
Pay officer//AOCPR//Dy.CCA(Audit)//RAO(EBCA)
CRS//Stock File//Spare.
C.No.CGM(HRD&Trg)/DE(T&MPP)/ADE(MPP)/A1/1066/2011

//FORWARDED BY ORDER//

Sd /-
ASST. DIVISIONAL ENGINEER

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Energy saved is Energy produced
Electricity saved is Electricity produced